Introduction
The study of the strong law of large numbers (SLLN) for compact-valued random sets was started by Artstein and Vitale [2] , with their seminal 1975 paper. Ever since, significant extensions and developments have been obtained by several authors, including Puri and Ralescu [19, 20] , Cressie [6] , Hess [8, 9] , Artstein and Hansen [1] , Hiai [10] , Terán and Molchanov [23] . A systematic presentation of the status of the theory and the multivalued analysis prerequisites can be found in the monographs of Molchanov [16] , Hu and Papageorgiou [12] and Castaing and Valadier [5] .
In the SLLN for compact-valued random sets, it is somehow natural to investigate convergence in the sense of the Pompeiu-Hausdorff metric h. This type of convergence does not seem to be appropriate for random sets which are merely bounded and closed-valued and thus, in this case, the SLLN has been studied by using weaker modes of convergence, like Wijsman's convergence [24] or Mosco's convergence [17, 4] .
In the present paper we consider a SLLN for random sets with bounded and closed values contained in an arbitrary (not necessarily separable) Banach space and, in this context, we shall use a notion of convergence, namely Fisher's convergence, which is stronger than Wijsman's convergence but in general not comparable with Mosco's convergence.
More precisely, denote by E an arbitrary real Banach space and by CÔEÕ (resp. C c ÔEÕ) the space of all nonempty bounded closed (resp. nonempty bounded closed and convex) subsets of E endowed with the Pompeiu-Hausdorff metric h. Let ÔΩ, A , P Õ be a complete probability space without atoms and let U be a closed and separable subset of CÔEÕ. Let ØX n Ù n 1 be a sequence of independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) random sets X n : Ω U. If, in addition, for ω È Ω almost surely (a.s.) the sequence ØX n ÔωÕÙ n 1 is compact in CÔEÕ, then it is shown (Theorem 6.2) that X 1 ÔωÕ ¤ ¤ ¤ X n ÔωÕ n F C a.s. on Ω.
(1.1)
Here the convergence is in the sense of Fisher, and C È C c ÔEÕ is the expectation of X 1 . Moreover, if C is compact, the convergence in (1.1) is in the PompeiuHausdorff metric h. To prove the above result, we first consider the corresponding sequence of random sets ØcoX n Ù n 1 and, using the Rådstr om's embedding theorem, we show (Theorem 6.1) that
where the convergence is in the Pompeiu-Hausdorff metric h. Hence, a fortiori,
From this, by virtue of a convexification in the limit result (Theorem 4.1), it follows that
and thus (1.1) is valid.
We observe that the precompactness of ØX n ÔωÕÙ n 1 in CÔEÕ is actually required in order to deduce (1.3) from (1.2). Furthermore, it is worth noting that the separability of U in CÔEÕ does not imply that the set U ØX X È UÙ be separable in E and, similarly, the compactness of the sequence ØX n ÔωÕÙ n 1 does not imply that the set V ØX n ÔωÕ n È NÙ be precompact in E. To see this it suffices to consider U ØBÙ and X n ÔωÕ B for each n È N, where B is the closed unit ball of an infinite dimensional non-separable Banach space.
The present paper is organized into six sections, including the Introduction. Section 2 contains notations and preliminaries. In Section 3 we review some elementary properties of various notions of convergence in spaces of sets. In Sections 4 we establish a convexification in the limit result for Fisher convergent sequences of sets in CÔEÕ. In Section 5 we introduce a notion of expectation for random sets with values in CÔEÕ, where the underlying Banach space E is not necessarily separable. Finally in Section 6 we present two versions of the SLLN, with Fisher-type convergence, for i.i.d. random sets with values in C c ÔEÕ and CÔEÕ respectively. open (resp. closed) unit ball with centre at the origin of E are denoted by B E (resp. B E ). Moreover coX and coX stand for the convex hull and the closed convex hull of a set X E. For any nonempty sets X, Y E and λ 0 the sum X Y and the product λX are given by
Notation and preliminaries
We define
BÔEÕ ØX E X is nonempty boundedÙ CÔEÕ ØX E X is nonempty closed boundedÙ C c ÔEÕ ØX E X is nonempty closed convex boundedÙ.
It is worth noting that in each of the above spaces the Pompeiu-Hausdorff distance
The spaces CÔEÕ and C c ÔEÕ are equipped with the Pompeiu-Hausdorff distance h E , under which each one of them is a complete metric space. On the other hand, h E is
For a sequence ØX n Ù n 1 BÔEÕ and X È BÔEÕ we shall consider the following notions of convergence.
Definition 2.1. The sequence ØX n Ù n 1 is said to converge to X in the sense of Pompeiu-Hausdorff (we write X n h X) if lim n hÔX n , XÕ 0.
Definition 2.2. The sequence ØX n Ù n 1 is said to converge to X in the sense of Fisher (we write X n F X) if
In what follows, when the role of the underlying metric space is evident and clarity is not affected, we will drop subscripts and write d, e, h, BÔa, rÕ, B, . . . instead of d E , e E , h E , B E Ôa, rÕ, B E , . . . .
Auxiliary results
In this section we review a few elementary properties of convergent sequences of sets which will be useful in what follows. Some of them could be easily deduced from results contained in [4] . Yet, for the sake of completeness proofs are included.
Proposition 3.1. Let ØX n Ù n 1 CÔEÕ and X È CÔEÕ. Then X n W X if and only if:
(i) for each z È X, lim n dÔz, X n Õ 0 (equivalently there exists a sequence Øx n Ù n 1 E, with x n È X n , such that x n z as n ).
(ii) for each z Ê X, given 0 ǫ dÔz, XÕ, there exists n 0 È N such that X n BÔz, dÔz, XÕ ¡ ǫÕ À for all n n 0 .
Proof. Suppose that X n W X. Then ÔiÕ is obvious. Arguing by contradiction, suppose that ÔiiÕ is not valid. Then for some z Ê X there exist 0 ǫ dÔz, XÕ and a subsequence
Suppose that ÔiÕ and ÔiiÕ are satisfied. We want to show that, for every
This is obvious if z È X, in view of ÔiÕ. Let z Ê X and, arguing by contradiction, suppose that (3.1) does not hold. Then there exist 0 ǫ dÔz, XÕ and a subsequence ØX n k Ù k 1 for which one of the following is valid:
Consider (3.2) . By virtue of ÔiiÕ there exists n 0 È N such that X n BÔz, dÔz, XÕ ¡ ǫß2Õ À for all n k0 n 0 . Hence dÔz, X n Õ dÔz, XÕ ¡ ǫß2 for every n n 0 and thus for some k 0 È N with n k0 È N we have dÔz, X n k Õ dÔz, XÕ ¡ ǫß2 for every k k 0 , a contradiction to (3.2).
Consider (3.3). Clearly dÔz, X n k Õ dÔz, XÕ ǫß2 for every k È N and thus X n k BÔz, dÔz, XÕ ǫß2Õ À for every k È N. Now fix x È X so that z ¡ x dÔz, XÕ ǫß2. In view of ÔiÕ there exists a sequence Øx n Ù n 1 , with x n È X n , such that x n x an n . Hence for n large enough, say n n 0 , we have z ¡ x n dÔz, XÕ ǫß2 and thus, a fortiori, dÔz, X n Õ dÔz, XÕ ǫß2 for every n n 0 . Taking k 0 È N so that n k0 n 0 , we have that dÔz, X n k Õ dÔz, XÕ ǫß2 for every k È N, a contradiction to (3.3) . Consequently (3.1) holds thus completing the proof.
Remark 3.1. In view of Proposition 3.1 we have that if a sequence ØX n Ù n 1 CÔEÕ converges in the sense of Wijsman to X È CÔEÕ, then this limit is unique. Proposition 3.2. Let ØX n Ù n 1 CÔEÕ and let X CÔEÕ. Then
Proof. Suppose that X n F X. Then both conditions Ôa 1 Õ and Ôa 2 Õ of Definition 2.2 are trivially satisfied since, from the assumption, eÔX n , XÕ 0 and eÔX, X n Õ 0 as n N. Hence X n F X.
Suppose that X n F X. To prove that X n W X it suffices to show that both conditions ÔiÕ and ÔiiÕ of Proposition 3.1 are satisfied. It is obvious that ÔiÕ holds. Arguing by contradiction, suppose that ÔiiÕ does not. Then, for some z Ê X and some 0 ǫ dÔz, XÕ, there is a subsequence ØX n k Ù k 1 such that X n k BÔz, dÔz, XÕ ¡ ǫÕ À for every k È N, and thus dÔz, X n k Õ dÔz, XÕ ¡ ǫ for every k È N,
By the latter and (3.4) it follows that dÔz, XÕ ¡ ǫß2 dÔz, X ǫBß2Õ dÔz, X n k 0 Õ dÔz, XÕ ¡ ǫ, a contradiction. Hence also ÔiiÕ is valid and thus X n W X thus completing the proof.
Remark 3.2.
The following examples show that the Pompeiu-Hausdorff convergence is stronger than Fisher's convergence and that the latter is in turn stronger than Wijsman's convergence.
Let H be a real infinite dimensional Hilbert space with inner product Ü¤, ¤Ý and induced norm ¤ . Let S Øx È H x 1Ù and B Øx È H x 1Ù. Let us show that for each 0 r 1 there exists an infinite sequence Øe n Ù S such that e n ¡ e m r for all n, m È N, m n. This is a contradiction, as H is infinite dimensional. Since (3.6) holds, there exists an element, say e 3 È S, such that e 3 ¡ e 1 r and e 3 ¡ e 2 r. Thus, by induction, one can construct a sequence Øe n Ù n 1 S satisfying (3.5). Example 3.1. The sequence ØX n Ù n 1 C c ÔHÕ defined by X n coØe 1 , . . . , e n Ù, with n È N, satisfies
where X coE and E Øe n Ù n 1 .
Clearly X n X n 1 X, n È N, and hence eÔX n , XÕ 0 for every n È N.
Moreover, lim
n dÔz, X n Õ 0 for each z È X, because, given ǫ 0, for some n 0 È N we have dÔz, X n0 Õ ǫ and thus, a fortiori, dÔz, X n Õ ǫ for all n n 0 . Therefore X n F X. On the other hand, if X n h X then, denoting by α the Kuratowski measure of noncompactness [14] , we have lim n αÔX n Õ αÔXÕ. As αÔXÕ 0 for each n È N, it follows that αÔXÕ 0, i.e., X is compact. This impossible since, in view of (3.5), the sequence Øe n Ù n 1 X does not contain convergent subsequences. Consequently X n h X.
Example 3.2. Let E Øe n Ù n 1 S be as in the previous example. Thus Øe n Ù satisfies (3.5) for some 0 r 1. Fix 1 λ 2ß 4 ¡ r 2 . Then the sequence ØX n Ù n 1 C c ÔHÕ defined by X n coØλe n , BÙ, n È N, satisfies
because for arbitrary z È B Öλe i , ρ× and z ½ È B Öλe j , ρ× one has z ¡z ½ λÔe i ¡e j Õ Ôz¡λe i Õ¡Ôz ½ ¡λe j Õ λ e i ¡e j ¡2ρ λr ¡2 λ 2 ¡ 1 0. Furthermore, let us prove that for every e n È E y È SÞB Öλe n , ρ× X n Øx È H Üx ¡ y, yÝ 0Ù. Indeed, let y È S satisfy y ¡ λe n ρ. This implies that Üλe n , yÝ 1. Since for each t È Ö0, 1× and z È B , ÜÔ1 ¡ tÕλe n tz ¡ y, yÝ Ô1 ¡ tÕÜλe n , yÝ tÜz, yÝ ¡ y 2 Ô1 ¡ tÕ t ¡ 1 0, it follows that each point of X n is contained in the half space Øx È H Üx¡y, yÝ 0Ù, and thus (3.11) is valid.
We are now ready to prove that for every z È H lim n dÔz, X n Õ dÔz, BÕ. Let z È HÞB be arbitrary (if z È B there is nothing to prove) and denote by y the point at which the closed linear segment tz (0 t 1) meets S. In view of (3.10) one (and only one) of the following cases occurs:
ÔjÕ y È B Öλe k , ρ× for some e k È E (any such e k is unique by (3.10). ÔjjÕ y Ê B Öλe n , ρ× for every n È N.
Consider ÔjÕ. Then by (3.10), y Ê B Öλe n , ρ× for every n k and hence by (3.11) X n Øx È H Üx ¡ y, yÝ 0Ù for every n k.
The latter implies that dÔz, X n Õ z ¡ y since y È X n . As dÔz, BÕ z ¡ y , it follows that dÔz, X n Õ dÔz, BÕ for every n k, and thus (3.12) holds.
Consider ÔjjÕ. Then by (3.11), X n Øx È H Üx ¡ y, yÝ 0Ù for every n È N and as before one can show that (3.12) holds. Therefore X n W B. On the other hand X n F B because, for each n È N, we have eÔX n , BÕ λe n ¡e n λ ¡1 0.
This completes the proof of (3.7).
, Õ be such that λ n λ and m n µ for some λ, µ 0. Then
Proof. Let ǫ 0 be arbitrary. From the assumption, there exists n 0 È N such that X n X ǫB and Y n Y ǫB for every n n 0 . Then for all n large enough we have
which shows that lim n eÔλ n X n µ n Y n , λX µY Õ 0.
(3.14)
Let z È λX µY be arbitrary, thus z λx µy for some x È X and y È Y . As X n F X and Y n F Y , there exists two sequences Øx n Ù n 1 , Øy n Ù n 1 with x n È X n and y n È Y n such that x n x and y n y as n . Set z n λ n x n µ n y n and observe that z n È λ n X n µ n Y n and z n z. Clearly dÔz, λ n X n µ n Y n Õ z ¡z n and thus
The statement (3.13) is an immediate consequence of (3.14), (3.15) and Remark 2.1. This completes the proof.
Proof. Arguing by contradiction, suppose that for some θ 0, hÔX, Y Õ r θ and to fix ideas let eÔX, Y Õ r θ (the argument is similar if eÔY, XÕ r θ).
Fix an x È X satisfying dÔx, Y Õ r θ.
Now x È X and X n W X, hence, by Proposition 3.1, there exists a sequence Øx n Ù, with x n È X n , such that x n x as n . On the other hand, x Ê Y by (3.16) and Y n W Y and thus, by Proposition 3.1, given 0 ǫ θß3 there exists n 1 n 0 such that
From (3.16), as x n x, it follows that there exists n 1 n 0 such that dÔx n , Y Õ r θ for every n n 1 .
Take n 2 n 1 such that x n ¡ x ǫ and dÔx n Y Õ ¡dÔx, Y Õ ǫ for every n 1 n 2 .
Hence
and thus by (3.17)
Now fix n n 2 . Then by virtue of (3.19) and (3.18) one has
Since on the other hand dÔx n , Y n Õ eÔX n , Y n Õ hÔX n , Y n Õ r, it follows that r r θ ¡ 3ǫ. This is a contradiction, for 0 ǫ θß3. Therefore hÔX, Y Õ r, which completes the proof. Proposition 3.5. Let Z CÔEÕ be a nonempty compact set in the Pompeiu-
Proof. It suffices to show that, given ǫ 0, there exist n ½ , n ¾ È N such that the following properties ÔjÕ and ÔjjÕ are satisfied: ÔjÕ
for every n n ¾ Consider ÔjÕ. By hypothesis Z n W C and hence, by Proposition 3.1, for each
and n n u . Now, ØBÔu, ǫß2ÕÙ uÈC is an open covering of C, a compact set, hence it admits a finite subcovering, i.e., for some u 1 , . . . , u d È C we have
Since each x È C is in some ball BÔu i , ǫß2Õ, with 1 i d, we have dÔx, Z n Õ ǫ for every n n ½ . Consequently C Z n ǫB for every n n ½ and ÔjÕ holds. Consider ÔjjÕ. Arguing by contradiction, suppose that ÔjjÕ does not hold. Then there exists a subsequence ØZ n k Ù k 1 such that
. From this and (3.20) it follows that Z C Ôǫß2ÕB and hence, for some z È Z, we have dÔz, CÕ ǫß2.
On the other hand, z Ê C and Z n k j W C, and thus by Proposition 3.1 there exists
Õ À for all j j 1 .
which yields a contradiction since dÔz, CÕ ǫß2. Hence also ÔjjÕ holds and this completes the proof.
For Z a nonempty subset of C c ÔEÕ define
Further, we denote by cl CcÔEÕ ÖcoZ× the closure of coZ in the Pompeiu-Hausdorff metric of C c ÔEÕ. The set coZ is convex, i.e., Y 1 , Y 2 È coZ implies that Ô1 ¡ λÕY 1 λY 2 È coZ for every λ È Ö0, 1×. Clearly the set cl CcÔEÕ ÖcoZ× is also convex. Proof. It suffices to show that cl CcÔEÕ ÖcoZ× is compact. Let ǫ 0. By hypothesis Z is compact and thus it admits a finite ǫß2-net
and set R ΦÔ∆Õ. Evidently R is compact and thus it admits a finite ǫß2-net
We want to show that ØY 1 , . . . , Y q Ù is an ǫ-net of coZ. Indeed let X È coZ be arbitrary, and thus 
Convexification in the limit results
In this section we prove some convexification in the limit results which turn out to be useful for the proof of the SLLN for CÔEÕ-valued random sets.
For any set D È CÔEÕ and n È N we set
Proof. Denote by Q the set of positive rationals ρ 0. Define
and observe that Q È BÔEÕ and Q coC. Indeed let z È Q be arbitrary. Then, for some
Moreover z È CÖn×, for every n È I Øp, 2p, . . . , kp, . . . Ù because for each n È I, say n kp, we have
CÖn×.
Claim. There exists a sequence Øc n Ù n 1 E satisfying the following properties:
Indeed fix c È C and define the sequence Øc n Ù n 1 as follows
. . , p ¡ 1. Clearly for every k È N and j 1, 2, . . . , p ¡ 1 we have c kp È CÖkp× and c kp j È CÖkp j×. It is evident that the sequence Øc n Ù n 1 satisfies (4.2) and (4.3). Furthermore, for any k È N and j 1, 2, . . . , p ¡ 1, we have
From the latter, letting k it follows that c kp j z. This and (4.2)imply that c n z as n . Hence also (4.2) is satisfied and the Claim is proved. 
Proof. The statement is proved if we show:
and the right hand side vanishes as n .
Let us prove ÔjjÕ. Arguing by contradiction, suppose that ÔjjÕ does not hold. Then for some z È C there exists θ 0 and a subsequence Let 0 ǫ θß8. Since Z is compact in CÔEÕ, it admits a finite ǫ-net, say
We now associate to the given sequence ØX n Ù n 1 Z another sequence ØC ½ n Ù n 1 constructed with the following procedure.
Consider the ordered set of balls ØBÔC 1 , ǫÕ, BÔC 2 , ǫÕ, . . . , BÔC d , ǫÕÙ. Then for any fixed n È N, denote by C ½ n the centre of the ball BÔC i , ǫÕ, where i is
Õßn kj Ù j 1 of (4.7) and there is a set Γ È C c ÔEÕ given by Γ d i 1 λ i coC i , for some λ 1 , . . . , λ d 0 with
Let us prove (4.8) . In view of the definition of the sequence ØC ½ n Ù n 1 , for every k È N there exists a partition of the set Ø1, 2, . . . , n k Ù into d pairwise disjoint
Observe 
and thus the sequence (4.11) contains a subsequence
, then by Propositions 4.1 and 3.3,
It is evident that the latter limit remains valid also when Øp
, by virtue of (4.12) and Proposition 3.3, it follows that
and thus (4.8) holds. Concerning (4.9), it suffices to observe that
from which (4.9) follows at once, by letting j . Thus Claim 1 is valid. Claim 2. We have hÔC, ΓÕ ǫ. Indeed, from (4.5) and (4.9) it follows that
Furthermore, by construction, the sequence ØC ½ n Ù n 1 satisfies hÔX n , C ½ n Õ ǫ for every n È N. Hence
Then by virtue of Proposition 3.4, in view of (4.13)-(4.15), it follows that hÔC, ΓÕ ǫ, and thus Claim 2 is proved.
With the help of Claims 1 and 2 we are now in a position to complete the proof of ÔjjÕ. Since z È C and, by Claim 2, hÔC, ΓÕ ǫ, there exists y È Γ such that z ¡ y 2ǫ. 
a contradiction to (4.6), since ǫ θß8. Hence also ÔjjÕ is valid and the proof of the theorem is complete.
Theorem 4.2. Let Z CÔEÕ be a nonempty compact set in the Pompeiu-Hausdorff metric h of CÔEÕ. Let ØX n Ù n 1 Z, and let C È C c ÔEÕ be a compact and convex set. Then
Proof. Let us associate to the compact set Z CÔEÕ the following subsets U and coU of C c ÔEÕ defined as follows,
Since Z is compact and, for arbitrary
it follows that U is compact. Hence, by Proposition 3.6, the set Z 0 clÖcoU× (the closure is taken in the h-metric) is a convex and compact set in C c ÔEÕ. Let ØX n Ù n 1 Z be a sequence satisfying (4.18) with C È C c ÔEÕ compact and convex. Hence, by Theorem 4.1,
Let ǫ 0 be arbitrary. From (4.19), for each u È C there exists n u È N such that
BÔu, ǫÕ À for every n n u .
(4.20)
As ØBÔu, ǫÕÙ uÈC is an open covering of C it admits a finite subcovering, i.e., there exist u 1 , . . . , u d È C such that On the other hand for each n È N co
and thus, as each coX i , i 1, . . . , n, is in the convex set Z 0 , it follows that coÔ X 1 ¤ ¤ ¤ X n Õßn È Z 0 for every n È N. Moreover, Z 0 and C are compact and co
by virtue of (4.23) and (4.18). Hence by Proposition 3.5,
Consequently, there exists n ¾ È N such that
for every n n ¾ . where n 0 maxØn ½ , n ¾ Ù. Hence Ô X 1 ¤ ¤ ¤ X n Õßn h C as n , completing the proof.
Expectations of random sets in non separable
Banach spaces
In this section we define a notion of expectation EÔF Õ for random sets F : Ω CÔEÕ where the underlying Banach space E is not necessarily separable. A few properties are reviewed and some proofs will be given since, in our non separable setting, the Kuratowski-Ryll Nardzewski theorem is not valid. For convex valued random sets F : Ω C c ÔEÕ the expectation is proven to be consistent with that obtained by using the classic Rådstr om embedding.
In what follows ÔΩ, A , P Õ is a complete probability space without atoms. Fol- 
Here by a measurable (resp. countably-valued ) selection of F we mean a measurable (resp. countably-valued) map f : Ω E satisfying f ÔωÕ È F ÔωÕ, ω È Ω. Clearly The following measurable selection theorem is a variant of the Kuratowski-Ryll Nardzewski theorem [15, 14] .
ÔΩ, CÔEÕÕ be a sequence of countably-valued maps G n : Ω CÔEÕ, given by
where, for each fixed n È N, ØA n i Ù i 1 CÔEÕ and ØΩ n i Ù i 1 is a measurable partition of Ω, such that G n converges to F uniformly a.s. on Ω. Without loss of generality, passing to a subsequence if necessary, with the same notation as before, we can assume that h ÔG n , F Õ ǫ n 2 for every n È N, where ǫ n 1ß2 n . Hence,
Clearly g 2 È L ÔΩ, EÕ, for g 2 is bounded. Similarly, we have dÔg 2 ÔωÕ, G 3 ÔωÕÕ hÔG 2 ÔωÕ, G 3 ÔωÕÕ h ÔG 2 , G 3 Õ ǫ 2 a.s. on Ω, and thus there exists
and evidently g 3 È L ÔΩ, EÕ. By this procedure one can construct a sequence Øg n Ù n 1 L ÔΩ, EÕ with g n È V 1 Gn such that g n 1 ¡ g n ǫ n for every n È N. Now Øg n Ù n 1 is a Cauchy sequence in L ÔΩ, EÕ and thus it converges to some φ È L ÔΩ, EÕ. Since dÔφÔωÕ, F ÔωÕÕ φÔωÕ ¡ g n ÔωÕ dÔg n ÔωÕ, G n ÔωÕÕ hÔG n ÔωÕ, F ÔωÕÕ a.s. on Ω and, for n , φÔωÕ ¡ g n ÔωÕ 0 and h ÔG n ÔωÕ, F ÔωÕÕ 0 as n , it follows that φ is a measurable selection of F and thus
As F k is strongly measurable and bounded on Ω k it admits a measurable selection, say f k : Ω k E. Then the map f : Ω E given by
is a measurable selection of F . Therefore S 1 F À, completing the proof.
ÔΩ, CÔEÕÕ and r 0. Then, for each σ 0,
Proof. By Theorem 5.1 the sets S where ǫ n σß2 n 2 . Hence h ÔG n , G n 1 Õ ǫ n for every n È N.
By virtue of (5.5), (5.4) and (5.6) (with n 1) we have 
for every n È N.
Evidently, (5.9) implies that Øg n Ù n 1 is a Cauchy sequence in L ÔΩ, EÕ and thus, for some f È L ÔΩ, EÕ, g n ¡ f 0 as n . Moreover, by (5.6) we have h ÔG n , F Õ 0 as n . Since g n ÔωÕ È G n ÔωÕ a.s. on Ω, it follows that f ÔωÕ È F ÔωÕ a.s. on Ω, that is f is a measurable selection of F , and hence f È S 1 F . On the other hand in view of (5.8) and (5.9), Let us recall that the sum of a series i 1 C i , where C i È C c ÔEÕ, is a set C È C c ÔEÕ (if it exists) such that lim n hÔ n i 1 C i , CÕ 0. Moreover, the sum C exists and is unique if the series is absolutely convergent, i.e., if i 1 C i .
is defined by
Remark 5.4. The above definition is meaningful since S 
Remark 5.5. Since the above series is absolutely convergent, it converges to a set C È C c ÔEÕ, which exists and is unique. Moreover this set C is independent of the representation of G and thus the Hukuhara integral of
sequence of countably-valued maps converging to F uniformly a.s. on Ω. The Hukuhara integral of F on Ω [13] is defined by
Remark 5.6. As in [11, p.79] , it can be shown that the above limit exists and is unique, actually it is a set C È C c ÔEÕ. Moreover this set C is independent of the particular sequence
It is worth noting that the Aumann and Hukuhara integrals are well defined also when Ω is replaced by a set Ω ½ È A .
(5.12)
which implies that the set on the left hand side of (5.11) is contained in the set on the right hand side. Moreover,
and thus (5.11) holds. Now consider (5.12). Clearly by virtue of (5.11)
To prove the reverse inclusion, let ǫ 0 and consider an arbitrary pointξ È ÔcoCÕPÔΩ ½ Õ. Take a ξ È ÔcoCÕPÔΩ ½ Õ such that ξ ¡ξ ǫ. Clearly, for some c i È C and λ i 0, i 1, . . . , n, with λ 1 ¤ ¤ ¤ λ n 1, we have ξ P ÔΩ ½ ÕÔλ 1 c 1 ¤ ¤ ¤ λ n c n Õ. Now ÔΩ, A , P Õ is a complete probability space without atoms, and thus by Liapunoff convexity theorem [7] there exists a measurable partition of Ω ½ ,
and hence, asξ È ξ ǫB,ξ È ÔAÕ
Sinceξ È ÔcoCÕPÔΩ ½ Õ and ǫ 0 are arbitrary, it follows that ÔHÕ
and thus (5.12) is valid. This completes the proof.
By virtue of Proposition 5.2 we have
ÔΩ, C c ÔEÕÕ is bounded. Let ǫ 0 and letξ be an arbitrary point in the Aumann integral of F . Then for some
(5.14)
Let Øφ n Ù n 1 and ØG n Ù n 1 be sequences of countably-valued maps converging, respectively, to f and F , uniformly a.s. on Ω. Without loss of generality we can assume that for each n È N, φ n and G n have representations given by
is a measurable partition of Ω ½ and, moreover,
Now, for each n È N,
a.s. on Ω ½ and thus, denoting byG n : Ω ½ C c ÔEÕ a map with representation given bỹ
Bßn , it follows that φ n ÔωÕ ÈG n ÔωÕ a.s. on Ω ½ . Consequently 18) where the last inclusion holds because, by Proposition 5.1 (with r, σ and Ω replaced by ǫßr, ǫß4 and Ω ½ respectively),
From (5.18) letting n one has
Since the Aumann and the Hukuhara integrals are closed sets and ǫ 0 is arbitrary, from the latter and (5.17) it follows that (5.13) is valid. Thus the statement is proved, whenever
By virtue of (5.19) the Aumann and the Hukuhara integrals of F n on Ω n are contained in the ball ǫB, hence
Since F n is bounded on Ω ½ ÞΩ n , the Aumann and the Hukuhara integrals of F n on Ω ½ ÞΩ n are equal. Consequently as ǫ 0 is arbitrary, (5.13) is valid also when F is not bounded. This completes the proof. 
To prove the reverse inclusion, let ØG n Ù n 1 Z 1 ÔΩ, CÔEÕÕ be a sequence of countablyvalued maps G n : Ω CÔEÕ converging to F uniformly a.s. on Ω. Suppose that each G n has a representation given by 
As an immediate consequence of the above definition and Proposition 5.5 we have the following:
Strong laws of large numbers
In this section we present two versions of the strong law of large numbers for random sets with values in C c ÔEÕ or in CÔEÕ, where E is an arbitrary not necessarily separable Banach space. Since in our approach we use a Rådstr om embedding technique we start by reviewing some of its properties (see [21, 3] ).
In what follows the space C c ÔEÕ is equipped with the operations of addition X . Y and multiplication λX by non negative scalars defined, for every X, Y È C c ÔEÕ and λ 0 as follows
Y and λX are in C c ÔEÕ.
The following Propositions 6.1-6.3 can be proved as in [10, 21] . µY . Moreover the operations of addition and multiplication by non negative scalars are continuous in the topology generated by the Pompeiu-Hausdorff metric h of C c ÔEÕ. It is worth noting that, since C c ÔEÕ is a complete metric space under the Pompeiu-Hausdorff metric h, then any nonempty closed subset of C c ÔEÕ is a complete metric space under the induced metric.
A nonempty set W C c ÔEÕ is called a semilinear complete metric space if: Ôa 1 Õ W is closed in C c ÔEÕ; Ôa 2 Õ W is stable under the operations of addition and multiplication by nonnegative scalars, i.e., for every X, Y È W and λ 0 we have
It is evident that the space C c ÔEÕ itself is a semilinear complete metric space.
Retaining the above notations we now prove a useful variant of Proposition 6.4. ÷ Ω G n dP ª ÷ Ω ξ n dP, from which (6.1) follows at once by letting n . Moreover the integral on the right-hand side of (6.1) is an element of W, because each ξ n takes values in W, and W is a convex and closed cone contained inF. This completes the proof.
It is worth noting that, by Proposition 5.6, the expectation EÔF Õ of any random set F È L 1 ÔΩ, CÔEÕÕ is a nonempty bounded closed and convex subset of E, i.e., EÔF Õ C where C È C c ÔEÕ.
Theorem 6.1. Let U be a nonempty separable subset of CÔEÕ, equipped with the induced Pompeiu-Hausdorff metric h of CÔEÕ. Let ØX n Ù n 1 be a sequence of independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) random sets X n : Ω U with expectation EÔX n Õ C, n È N, where C È C c ÔEÕ. Then coX 1 ÔωÕ ¤ ¤ ¤ coX n ÔωÕ n h C as n , a.s. on Ω.
Proof. Set V ØZ È C c ÔEÕ Z coX where X È UÙ and define
. . .
. λ n X n for some X i È V, λ i 0, i 1, . . . , n, n È NÙ, and W cl CcÔEÕ ÖW 0 ×. The set V is separable. To see this let ØX n Ù n 1 U be a sequence dense in U. Then the sequence ØcoX n Ù n 1 V is dense in V. In fact, given ǫ 0 and Z È V, i.e., Z coX for some X È U, then taking a X n so that hÔX n , XÕ ǫ one has hÔcoX n , coXÕ ǫ. Clearly, the separability of V implies that both W 0 and W are separable. As C c ÔEÕ is complete, and W is closed in C c ÔEÕ it follows that W equipped with the Pompeiu-Hausdorff metric h is a complete metric space. In addition W is stable under the operations of addition and multiplication by nonnegative scalars because W 0 is so. Hence, W C c ÔEÕ is a semilinear complete and separable metric space. Then, by virtue of Proposition 6.5, there exists a separable Banach spaceF such that, denoting byJ the restriction of J to W and setting W J ÔWÕ, the properties of Proposition 6.5 are satisfied.
Now consider the sequence of random sets coX n : Ω W. In view of [22] , ØcoX n Ù n 1 is a sequence of i.i.d. random sets because ØX n Ù n 1 is so and, moreover, the map co : CÔEÕ C c ÔEÕ is nonexpansive. For each n È N let ξ n : Ω W be given by ξ n ÔωÕ J ÔcoX n ÔωÕÕ ω È Ω.
As the mapJ : W W is nonexpansive, it follows that Øξ n Ù n 1 is a sequence of i.i.d. random variables and, moreover, each ξ n takes values inF, a separable Banach space. Furthermore for each n È N,
since the Hukuhara integral equals EÔX n Õ by Proposition 5.6, and EÔX n Õ C, n È N, by hypothesis. By virtue of the SLLN theorem for random variables in a separable Banach spaces (see [18] ) it follows that ξ 1 ÔωÕ ¤ ¤ ¤ ξ n ÔωÕ n J ÔCÕ as n , a.s. on Ω.
Consequently, by virtue of Proposition 6.5, coX 1 ÔωÕ ¤ ¤ ¤ coX n ÔωÕ n h C as n , a.s. on Ω.
This completes the proof.
Theorem 6.2. Let U be a nonempty separable subset of CÔEÕ equipped with the induced Pompeiu-Hausdorff metric h of CÔEÕ. Let ØX n Ù n 1 be a sequence of i.i.d.
random sets X n : Ω U with expectation EÔX n Õ C, n È N, where C È C c ÔEÕ.
Furthermore suppose that ØX n ÔωÕÙ n 1 ZÔωÕ a.s. on Ω, (6.2) where, for ω È Ω a.s., ZÔωÕ is a nonempty compact subset of U. Then X 1 ÔωÕ ¤ ¤ ¤ X n ÔωÕ n F C as n , a.s. on Ω.
If, in addition, C È C c ÔEÕ is compact, then X 1 ÔωÕ ¤ ¤ ¤ X n ÔωÕ n h C as n , a.s. on Ω.
Proof. If C È C c ÔEÕ is also compact, then from (6.3), in view of Theorem 4.2, one has X 1 ÔωÕ ¤ ¤ ¤ X n ÔωÕ n h C as n , a.s. on Ω.
Corollary 6.1. Let ØX n Ù n 1 be a sequence of i.i.d. random sets X n : Ω Z, where Z is a compact subset of CÔEÕ, with expectations EÔX n Õ C, n È N, where C È C c ÔEÕ. Then coX 1 ÔωÕ ¤ ¤ ¤ coX n ÔωÕ n h C as n , a.s. on Ω and X 1 ÔωÕ ¤ ¤ ¤ X n ÔωÕ n F C as n , a.s. on Ω.
Proof. The statement follows from Theorems 6.1 and 6.2, since Z is a separable subset of CÔEÕ.
Remark 6.1. It is worth noting that in Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 the separability assumption on U and the compactness assumption on ZÔωÕ do not imply that the corresponding sets U E and V E given by U ØX X È UÙ, V ØX n ÔωÕ n È NÙ be respectively separable, compact. To see this it suffices to consider the trivial examples U ØBÙ and X n ÔωÕ B , for ω È Ω, n È N, whereB denotes the closed unit ball in an infinite dimensional non-separable Banach space.
